AMENDMENT TO THE AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE TO THE COMMITTEE PRINT

OFFERED BY M_____.

On page 17, line 25, before “subseasonal” strike “on” and insert “of Earth Science instruments designed exclusively to advance the state of agriculture, forestry, and land use of the United States, that improve drought forecasting; flood plain mapping and prediction; water conservation; crop yield monitoring and forecasting; pest and disease monitoring; fertilizer, water, and pesticide application planning, application, and efficiency; irrigation; wildfire prediction and response; and deforestation; as well as”.

On page 18, line 2, after “campaigns,” insert “commercial data-buys,”.

On page 18, line 5, strike “section 60501” and insert “chapter 605”.

On page 18, line 10, after “processing” insert “, and commercial data-buys,”.
On page 18, line 11, after “to” insert “advance the state of agriculture, forestry, and land use of the United States, and”.

On page 18, line 13, strike “section 60506” and insert “sections 50116, 60131, 60134, 60303, 60306, 60502, and 60506”.